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Message from our Associate Dean 

 

Dear all,  

It gives me an immense pleasure in releasing the Volume 07 Issue 02 of ChemUnique, the 

official magazine of Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers (IIChE) Students Chapter, 

SASTRA Deemed to be University during the Conference on Advances in Process 

Engineering-2018. 

The Chemical Engineering department of SASTRA Deemed to be University has been 

growing tremendously for the past twenty years. It has boosted its outreach to a 

commendable position in all dimensions. The department is under constant reorientation of 

its syllabus according to the technical advancements in the field. Courses like ASPEN Plus 

have been introduced to nurture the significance of process engineering among 

undergraduates. Workshops on MATLAB, Open Modelica and other such softwares are 

being conducted on a regular basis. 

The department has been keen in incubating and inculcating the concept of learning through 

research, thereby igniting the element of curiosity in young minds. The department believes 

that the students should get practical exposure to the process industry than just indoor 

learning. In this pursuit, our students are encouraged to go for Industrial Visits, and undergo 

In-Plant Trainings and Internships. 

The department takes pride in the resources it has grown to accumulate over the past few 

years. It would be my advice to you to make use to these resources and build up your 

potential. 

 

Thanking you. 

Dr. Ponnusami V. 

Associate Dean 

School of Chemical and Biotechnology 

SASTRA Deemed to be University. 
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From the Editor‟s Desk 

t is our proud privilege to address the Chemical Engineering community through the in-

house journal of the Department of Chemical Engineering, SASTRA Deemed to be 

University- ChemUnique. Over the past few years, ChemUnique has evolved into an 

entity that ignites creativity and takes the readers to a realm wherein chemical 

engineering marvels are contemplated and understood. 

 

ChemUnique will continue serving its purpose of rekindling the power of mind and thereby 

produce oracles, which shall leave an indelible mark in the field of chemical engineering. The 

magazine has been growing with every volume and issue, thanks to the readers as well as the 

contributors. 

 

The theme for this issue is „Industrial Processing and Environment‟ and attempts to focus on 

the role played by the Process Industry towards environment, how can pollution be reduced, 

and the way we can avoid and prevent disastrous accidents. 

 

We are indeed indebted to Dr. Ponnusami V., Associate Dean; and Dr. Naren P.R., Senior 

Assistant Professor for their constant support and guidance. Under their mentorship, we‟ve 

been nurtured and grown. Our best wishes to Dr. Kumaresan R. who was the very cause for 

the institutionalization of this magazine. 

 

We would also like to express our profound gratitude to everyone who has contributed to the 

outcome of Volume 07 Issue 01 of ChemUnique and share pleasure in publishing the same. 

  
“Engineering is the science of economy, of conserving energy, kinetic and potential, provided and 

stored up by nature for the use of man. It is the business of engineering to utilise this energy to the 

best advantage, so that there may be the least possible waste.” ~ William A Smith. 

Hope you have a good read! 

 

 

Team ChemUnique 

Lokesh J Pandya, Editor-in-Chief 

Sankili S., Chief Designer 

Srinivasan S., Editor 

Sathmeeka S., Editor 

Roshan Shahid Zubair ZM, Designer 
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Industrial Processing and Environment  

Team ChemUnique  

With the world population increasing exponentially there has been a greater demand for food, 

shelter items and clothing. To cope up with the rise in demand for everyday products and the need 

to use the resources of the earth more efficiently the industries came into picture. Further 

development of the industry led to specific processes, equipment and machines being designed 

and used. This progress has led to industrialisation on one hand, but pollution on the other. With 

pollution levels increasing rapidly due to industrialisation, there is a dire need for the industries to 

come up with advancements in the technology to reduce the discharge of industrial waste in the 

environment. Also the industries must also make strides in the aspect of industrial safety in order 

to prevent disaster which in turn causes pollution.  

e have always been seeing those huge chimney-towers with a lot of emission of 

gases, especially when we are travelling by a train or on highways. Most of these 

gases are harmful not only for the human beings, but also for the plants and 

animals. And then other industries discharge the effluents into the water or soil. The water 

becomes contaminated, unfit for drinking, marine life is disturbed and the soil loses its 

fertility, is unable to bear crop. Industries are thus planned in the outer areas, which are not 

residential. But still, we are directly or indirectly affected by the pollution. When there is 

combustion of a fuel, there is pollution. In fact every stage in Processing would involve the 

generation of some industrial waste. This industrial waste, when not handled and disposed 

properly leads to pollution.  

As mentioned in the opening paragraph, the life gets more complicated as the population 

increases, so do the needs of the people; thus making Industrial Processing vital. But we can 

obviously control or limit the extent of pollution.  

We, as Chemical Engineers have commitment and responsibility towards the environment. 

We should design the process in such a way, that it is more eco-friendly. Like industrial gases 

and effluents can be treated before they are released into the surrounding, the wastes can be 

disposed properly.  

Now there might be a kind of dialogue or an argument here: “The pollution is inevitable and 

humankind is still surviving and existing in spite of it. And given that the 

equipment/processes used for the treatment of these waste gases/effluents are expensive, why 

should I even invest on procuring such technology, which would actually increase my cost 

reduce my profit? After all, who wants to end up in a loss? When nobody else is caring, why 

should I even bother? They are polluting, my not polluting will not make a difference, so let 

me also pollute.” This sab chalta hai attitude is actually worsening the quality of life by 

wearing the mask of improving the standard; needless to talk about the diseases and the 

problems we are facing due to pollution. Let‟s be realistic that we cannot completely reverse 

the effects of pollution, but at least we can strive to limit the pollution right? And it‟s not 

fictional or impractical. It can happen.  

W 
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We as engineers should have some ethics and responsibility towards the humankind and the 

environment as a whole. After all, it is our world and as our philosophy rightly says 

vasudhaiva kuṭumbakam. 

We should design equipment and technology for pollution control in such a way that they are 

both effective as well as affordable. Thus, neither the environment nor the profit would be 

compromised. There is a lot of work which needs to be done in this regard. And so the 

Environmental Engineering today is both a challenging as well as a vital discipline. 

Industrial pollution, in recent times has been viewed as something which is caused only by 

industries that dispose the industrial waste in land and water resources. But, there are a lot of 

industrial disasters in the past that stands as a testimony to the fact that even small mistakes 

made in the industrial safety processes and industrial operations have had a deep impact in 

the environment over decades of years. The Bhopal gas tragedy of 1984 which had claimed 

more than 20,000 lives and the Chernobyl nuclear disaster are the best example for the effect 

of industrial disasters on the environment and the need for implementing more industrial 

safety rules and regulations. A detailed case study of the explosion in Port of Tianjin would 

emphasize the need for better safety standards in the industries.  

Tianjin Explosions 

The pleasant day of 12th August 2015 turned disastrous when a series of explosions at a container 
storage station at the Port of Tianjin, China caused havoc to the people and the environment as a 
whole. 

Tianjin Dongjiang Port Ruihai International Logistics Co. Ltd. is a privately owned logistics 

company that handles hazardous chemicals within the Port of Tianjin. The first reports of fire 

at a warehouse at 2250 hours local time could not be controlled. The fire-fighters who arrived 

on the scene were unaware of the dangerous chemicals stored in the site. They proceeded to 

douse the fire with water, thereby setting in motion a series of violent reactions. The first 

explosion occurred at 2330 hours local time while the second and the more powerful 

explosion occurred thirty seconds later causing most of the damage and injuries with shock-

waves felt many kilometres away. To worsen the situation, a series of eight smaller 

explosions occurred in the port on August 15 as the fire from the original blasts continued to 

spread. 

On the pollution front: 

At least 700 tonnes of highly toxic sodium cyanide was stored at the 

site. This was seventy times the legal limit. The sodium cyanide 

leakage was reported in the sewer. On 13
th
 August, sulphur dioxide, 

carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides, all of which are highly toxic, 

were detected within 500 metres of the origin of the explosion, but the 

levels were within the limit of national standards. With the first rains 

after the explosions, white chemical foams covered the streets. The people in the 

surroundings complained of burning sensations and rashes on the sensitive skin parts on 

exposure to these droplets. It was confirmed by the Environment Protection Board that this 

was due to cyanide dust reacting with rain water. Thousands of sticklebacks washed up on the 

banks six kilometres away from the explosion site fuelling fears of water contamination. 
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Cause:  

Over 40 kinds of hazardous chemicals were stored in the site. In 

addition to vast quantities of sodium cyanide and calcium carbide, 800 

tonnes of ammonium nitrate and 500 tonnes of potassium nitrate were 

present at the blast site. It is estimated that around 3000 tonnes of 

chemicals were stored at the site of explosion which made it vigorous 

killing 173 people and injuring many. 

Steps that could have prevented such an explosion: 

 Awareness about industrial safety among people: Investigations revealed that the 

owner of the logistics had not followed safety regulation of establishing the industry 

at least one kilometre away from the public buildings and facilities and the people 

living here were unaware of this danger. This projects the need for the government to 

organise awareness campaigns in industrial areas to make the people aware about 

industrial safety and industrial pollution. 

 Regular inspection of the industry by government officials: Established in the year 

2011, Ruihai Logistics had received its authorisation of handling hazardous chemicals 

only two months before the explosion but its temporary license had expired way back 

in 2014. Also the investigations reposted a poor record-keeping of the chemicals in 

store and of those that were despatched. This issue emphasises the need for the 

government officials to inspect the industry frequently in order to check the records, 

safety systems and the pollution levels. 

 Unskilled fire safety workforce: It was stated in the investigation report that the fire 

safety officials had immediately tried dousing of the fire without being aware of the 

chemicals present in the storage and the effects of water with these chemicals. This 

clearly states the need for fire safety force to plan the dousing operation after knowing 

the contents present in the place of fire. 

 The need for strict law enforcement in hazardous industries: Each and every country 

has laws made to prevent the level of pollutants released and a detailed description of 

the safety factors every industry must follow. But only a few countries enforce them 

in a rigid manner. In this case too, if the government had checked on the license of the 

logistics company it could have prevented such an explosion and pollution to the 

environment. 

 

As budding chemical engineers, it is our duty to ensure that we get to know the impact each 

and every industry has on the environment and we must strive towards the establishment of 

chemical industries that abide by the rules laid by the government to prevent any other errors 

in industries that could become disastrous.     

References: 
Rao, C. S. Environmental pollution controls engineering. New Delhi: New Age International 

Pvt., Ltd, 1998. 
 
https://arset.gsfc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/airquality/workshops/Atlanta/CaseStudy/ca_gro
up2.pdf 
 
https://medium.com/planet-stories/tianjin-explosions-aftermath-understanding-risk-in-hi-res-
e0f41cd0417a 

https://arset.gsfc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/airquality/workshops/Atlanta/CaseStudy/ca_group2.pdf
https://arset.gsfc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/airquality/workshops/Atlanta/CaseStudy/ca_group2.pdf
https://medium.com/planet-stories/tianjin-explosions-aftermath-understanding-risk-in-hi-res-e0f41cd0417a
https://medium.com/planet-stories/tianjin-explosions-aftermath-understanding-risk-in-hi-res-e0f41cd0417a
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From a Petro-based to Bio-based economy 

                                               Sudharsun V.  

Alumnus (2018 batch)  

sudharsunvenkatesan@gmail.com 

Mr. Sudharsun V. is currently pursuing his Masters in Advanced Chemical Engineering from Monash University, Melbourne. 

iofuels have been touted to replace crude oil-based fuels for a very long time. But 

why is there not a visible progress? The reasons are twofold. One is their cost in 

comparison with the petroleum-based fuels, and the other due to inverse relationship 

between energy content and biofuel content of the fuel.  Therefore, the idea of coupling 

producing bio-based chemicals along with biofuels and achieving an optimum between them 

has been pondered upon. 

 

In recent times, a lot of investments have been made with an idea of transitioning towards a 

bio-based economy. The Metsä Fibre‟s Äänekoski mill in Finland has invested 1.2 billion 

euros towards a novel idea called “Bio-product mill”. This bio-product mill is the largest 

wood processing plant in the northern hemisphere. The mill is called a bio-product mill 

because of its production of wide range of bio-products, excess bioenergy and using no fossil 

fuels for its operation. The mill is unique owing to its 100% utilization of the biomass 

feedstock as well as the side streams produced during processing. The notable products 

produced by this mill are turpentine, tall oil, Sulphuric acid and Biogas.  

 

 
 

The above given figure gives an insight on the spectrum of products that are produced in the 

bio-product mill. The bio-product mill came into operation on 15
th
 August 2017 and was 

expected to reach its nominal production by August 2018.  

 

B 

mailto:sudharsunvenkatesan@gmail.com
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Another Finland based company UPM has invested 179 Million Euros towards development 

of wood based renewable diesel which is commercially called as UPM Bioverno. It is 

produced from tall oil which is being produced from pulp production process. The by-

products of this process are turpentine and pitch which are used in production of bio-plastics 

and bio-chemicals which is alternatives to the fossil fuels-based ones. Another product 

derived out of this process is called as UPM Bioverno Naphtha which is being marketed as an 

additive to gasoline. The above given are all typical examples of bio-refineries which are 

tipped to be the future source of fuels and chemicals.  

 

 
 

The bio based chemicals and materials industry has reached a tipping point, with production 

expected to double in the upcoming years. Several strong forces including high oil prices, 

consumer preference, corporate commitment, and government mandates and support, are 

driving development in this area. This area of Biofuels requires expertise in the areas of 

enzyme technology, refinery processes and process economics. In future, it will be the sector 

where you can look for opportunities.  

References: 

 

Inputs from Prof. Gil Garnier, Head, BioPRIA, Monash University, Australia. 

 

https://www.metsafibre.com/en/about-us/Bioproduct-mill/Pages/default.aspx 

 

http://www.upmbiofuels.com/products/Pages/Default.aspx 

 

https://www.metsafibre.com/en/about-us/Bioproduct-mill/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.upmbiofuels.com/products/Pages/Default.aspx
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Industrial Pollution and Life: A Poem 

 Sakthidharan S. 

First Year, B. Tech Computer Science and Engineering 

sakthidharan2000@gmail.com 

 

Oh god, why am I given this awful life? 

For whose fault, I'm paying the price? 

Unable to continue my studies, I'm forced to work, 

This life of pain makes me go berserk. 

 

My father was a great and a happy farmer 

Who died five years ago due to a murder. 

My mother, having crippled legs, struggles to eat, 

To feed her and myself, I must stand on my feet. 

 

Before five years, our house was lively, 

My father and mother made a happy family. 

But suddenly, my father became ill, 

And when he died, my heart became still. 

 

My mother then worked very hard for days, 

But both of us being happy was not the case, 

Suddenly she became sick and crippled. 

Doctors said that her blood is poisoned. 

 

 

 

mailto:sakthidharan2000@gmail.com
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The reason was due to chemical wastes, 

Disposed by industries in water bodies. 

It mixed in the river water we used every day, 

Now who destroyed my life, can anyone say? 

 

These harmless looking chemicals are hidden poisons, 

They destroyed my family and put my life in ruins. 

These factories don't care about lives of people, 

They dump chemicals in water which is illegal. 

 

This tragedy should not happen to anyone, 

To stand up against this atrocity, I request everyone. 

 

ChemE Startup: Air Ink 

                                               Ananth Raguram G.  

Fourth Year, M. Tech. Chemical Engineering (Integrated)  

anandunkh97@gmail.com 

ver since Industrialisation took over, the world has become warmer, dustier and 

hazardous than ever. While scientific advancement and increased production is 

important to overcome technological backwater, one must also look into the adverse 

effects on the environment. This presents us with an uncomfortable tug of war. Do we shove 

our concern towards environment in the backseat and go forward? Or do we reduce our 

tampering with the environment? 

When I was a child, my mother used to give me a rupee every time I took out the trash from 

our home to dump nearby. How convenient! I make home a better place and I get paid for it! 

What if I told you that there is a start-up which does something very similar to the analogy 

above? 

AIR-INK ™ is an Indian ink brand which produces ink and ink-based art products by 

condensing soot-based gaseous effluents generated by motor vehicles due to incomplete 

combustion of fossil fuels. Founded by Graviky Labs, a spin-off group of MIT Media Lab, 

E 
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Air Ink produces its materials through a step-by-step process which primarily involves 

capturing of emissions, separation of carbon from the soot, and then mixing of this carbon 

with different types of oils and solutions to utilise the pigments. 

Around 30 to 50 minutes of car pollution can supply enough carbon to fill one Air Ink pen 

which is currently available as 2mm, 15mm, 30mm and 50mm markers, and a 150ml screen 

printing ink set.   

 
 

As a process engineer, I was intrigued to know the capture process behind it.  

Kaalink is a mechatronic system which consists of electrostatics filtration, depth filtration, 

and wall flow filtration units retrofitted to the exhaust pipe of vehicles to capture the outgoing 

pollutants and filter out the soot. This, in no way, affects the performance of the vehicle.   

Soot collected by Kaalink undergoes various proprietary processes to remove heavy metals 

and carcinogens. The end product is purified carbon based pigment. In the final stage, the 

carbon is taken through another chemical process to make different types of inks and paints.  

Exciting? Wait till you get to know its features! Every 45 min worth of car emissions gives 

out 30 ml of ink. A 600 ml spray can holds the equivalent of 2000 hours of pollution.  It not 

only stops CO2 gas enter into air but also captures a dangerous class of carbon soot called PM 

2.5 (P.M.: Particulate matter; 2.5 is the size of particle in microns.)  Each device can collect 

up to 95% of similar pollutants. 

 

Newer technology paves way to better, sophisticated and a brighter future. The earth is our 

only home and we have to make it a better place to live. And yes, there‟s nothing wrong in 

making money out of it!  

Reference: 

www.kickstarter.in/air-ink 

Image Reference: www.kikcstarter.in/air-ink 

 

http://www.kickstarter.in/air-ink
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IPL: Industrial Pollution and Law 

                                               Lokesh J. Pandya  

Third Year, B. Tech. Chemical Engineering 

jplokesh1999@gmail.com 

he Code of Ethics of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) has a 

statement which reads: “To achieve these goals, members shall hold paramount the 

safety, health and welfare of the public and protect the environment in performance 

of their professional duties.” But in the present world scenario, ethics are not upholded to 

much extent. Rather a person who talks about ethics is mocked. That is the point where the 

legal framework comes into the picture.  

The need for protection and conservation of environment and sustainable use of natural 

resources is reflected in the constitutional framework of India and also in the international 

commitments of India. The Constitution under Part IVA (Art 51A-Fundamental Duties) casts 

a duty on every citizen of India to protect and improve the natural environment. India has 

passed many laws, guidelines and regulations to safeguard the environment from the 

industrial pollution. 

Under the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, establishing or operating any 

industrial plant in the pollution control area requires consent from State Pollution Control 

Boards (SPCBs). They are also expected to test the air in air pollution control areas, inspect 

pollution control equipment, and manufacturing processes. 

The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 prohibits the discharge of 

pollutants into water bodies beyond a given standard, and lays down penalties for non-

compliance. Further, the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act was enacted 

in 1977 to provide for the levy and collection of a cess on water consumed by persons 

operating and carrying on certain types of industrial activities. 

The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 empowers the Central Government to take measures 

necessary to protect and improve the quality of environment by setting standards for 

emissions and discharges of pollution in the atmosphere by any person carrying on an 

industry or activity; regulating the location of industries; management of hazardous wastes, 

and protection of public health and welfare. It further declares that the violator will be 

punishable with imprisonment up to five years and/or with fine up to ₹1,00,000 in case of any 

non-compliance or contravention of the Environment Act. 

Apart from these, there are several legislations that directly or indirectly deal with hazardous 

waste management like the Hazardous Wastes (Management, Handling and Transboundary) 

Rules, 2008 or Batteries (Management and Handling) Rules, 2001; and also there are other 

laws like the Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 and the Biological Diversity Act, 2002; 

however it is to be noted that this is not an exhaustive list. 

T 
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So, this was all about the Legislature (Laws) and Execution (bodies like the CPCB and 

SPCBs) of these Laws. And the Judicial wing came into picture when the National Green 

Tribunal was established in 2010. 

All these laws and frameworks do exist, but they are certainly not so effective; which is 

obviously because of the Politics and Corruption. In spite of these arrangements, many a 

times violations still happen, go unnoticed, or are overlooked.  

All we can do is to follow the Code of Ethics and other guidelines; and hope that these laws 

and frameworks are strictly enforced, and don‟t give a mere „paper protection‟ to the 

environment.  

 

Let’s Capture Carbon dioxide! 

Srinivasan S. 

 Second Year, B. Tech. Chemical Engineering 

srinivasanseshadri@gmail.com 

arbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are the main reason for global warming and the 

reduction in the use of fossil fuels help us reduce carbon dioxide emissions- a fact 

that everybody knows in today‟s world. But how many of us are aware of the 

perspective that capturing carbon dioxide emissions by some process technology also reduces 

CO2 emissions? This perspective is not an idea of recent time but it dates back to 1996 when 

Statoil, Norway‟s largest oil company at that time, operating on the Sleipner gas field in the 

North Sea devised a new technique of storing carbon dioxide emissions in a deep saline 

aquifer. The Norwegian government had imposed “Carbon tax” to encourage companies to 

cut their carbon dioxide emissions. To avoid paying the tax, and as a test of alternative 

technology, all of the carbon dioxide extracted since 1996, when gas production started at 

Sleipner, had been pumped back deep underground.  

The Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is a technology that can capture up to 90% of the 

carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions produced from the use of fossil fuels in electricity generation 

and industrial processes, preventing the carbon dioxide from entering the atmosphere. 

Furthermore, the use of CCS with renewable biomass is one of the few carbon abatement 

technologies that can be used in a 'carbon-negative' mode – actually taking carbon dioxide 

out of the atmosphere. 

The CCS chain consists of three parts, capturing the carbon dioxide, transporting the carbon 

dioxide and securely storing the carbon dioxide emissions underground in depleted oil and 

gas fields‟ deep saline aquifer formations. 

C 
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Capture of carbon dioxide emissions 

The first stage in the CCS process involves capture of carbon dioxide during combustion of 

fossil fuels or as result of industrial process like manufacturing cement or any other chemical 

industries. The capture technology separates carbon dioxide from other gases in electricity 

generation and may be done in at least three ways: pre-combustion capture, post-combustion 

capture and oxy-fuel combustion capture. These methods are deployed in industrial processes 

as well. 

Pre-combustion capture: 

A pre-combustion system involves first converting solid, liquid or gaseous fuel into a mixture 

of hydrogen and carbon dioxide using processes such as „gasification‟ or „reforming‟. 

Reforming of gases is well-established and already used in large scale refineries and chemical 

plants. The hydrogen produced by these processes may be used, not only to fuel our 

electricity production, but also in the future to power our cars and heat our homes with near 

zero emissions. 

Post-combustion capture: 

Absorbing CO2 in a suitable solvent from the exhaust of a combustion process is called post-

combustion capture. The carbon dioxide is liberated from the solvent and is compressed for 

transportation and storage.  

 

Oxy fuel combustion 

In this process the fuel is combusted in the presence of oxygen with recycled flue gas rather 

than by air. The oxygen-rich, nitrogen-free atmosphere results in final flue gas consisting 

carbon dioxide and water in high concentration. 

Transport 

The captured carbon dioxide is transported by pipeline or ship for storage at a suitable site. 

The technology involved in pipeline transportation is on the similar grounds as for the 

transportation of natural gas or oil. Each CCS project would have its own appropriate method 

for transportation, subject to health and safety constrains. There is a significant potential for 

development of local and regional CCS pipeline infrastructure leading to a CCS cluster where 
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carbon dioxide intensive industries could locate. This could result in sharing of infrastructure 

thereby lowering the cost to consumers. 

 Storage  

Storage of carbon dioxide is one of the significant processes in carbon capture system. The 

transported carbon dioxide is stored in porous geological formations, typically several 

kilometres under the earth‟s surface where the temperature and pressure are such that the 

captured carbon dioxide could be maintained in liquid state or „super-critical‟ phase. Former 

gas and oil fields, deep saline formations or depleting oil fields where the captured carbon 

dioxide could increase the amount of oil extracted is used as sites of storage.  

At the storage site, the carbon dioxide is injected at a very high pressure into the geological 

formation. The injected carbon dioxide moves up until it reaches an impermeable layer of 

rock. This rock is called the cap rock. This storage mechanism is termed as structural storage. 

In this process, some of the carbon dioxide gets trapped in small pores of the rock; this 

mechanism is “residual storage”. The trapped carbon dioxide will begin to dissolve in the 

surrounding salty water which makes water dense. This makes water to settle at the bottom of 

the site. This is “dissolution storage”. When the carbon dioxide stored in the site binds 

chemically and irreversibly to the surrounding rock, it is termed as “mineral storage”. As the 

storage mechanism progresses from structural to mineral the carbon dioxide becomes less 

mobile. Hence the longer the carbon dioxide is stored in the site; the lower is the risk of its 

leakage.  

The need of more CCS projects around the world: 

CCS is one the most appropriate technologies to tackle climate change. The report issued by 

the International Energy Agency in 2010, estimated that CCS could contribute 19% reduction 

in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050. This highlights the importance of the need for more 

CCS projects and its collaboration with processing industries and refineries. 

 

Picture courtesy: IEA Energy Technology Perspectives 2010 © OECD/IEA, 2010, Figure ES.1, Page 47 

The need for CCS in India: 

The number of industries especially cement, paint, steel making industries and refineries 

increasing by many folds since independence, it is necessary to have a large scale CCS 

projects in operation to tackle the carbon dioxide emissions. There are many small scale 
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research works in process based on the improving the processes in CCS. For instance, Indian 

Institute of Petroleum (IIP) has been working on developing new adsorbents for post-

combustion CO2 capture. In this regard, they have set up a three column Pressure Swing 

Adsorption/Vacuum Swing Adsorption unit in their laboratory in Dehradun. In this column, 

adsorbents are being tested under flue gas conditions as available in power plants. The work 

is being carried out in collaboration with IIT Bombay, which handles the simulation and 

process design aspects, NTPC, which deals with power plant operation, and Central Salt & 

Marine Chemicals Research Institute (CSMCRI) and National Environmental Engineering 

Institute (NEERI), who are responsible for adsorbent development. 

Private players in the power sector, like Tata Power and Reliance Power, have also been 

contemplating CCS seriously, but issues such as regulatory approval and storage challenges 

appear to have prevented any large scale demonstration activities from taking off. 

References 

http://www.ccsassociation.org 

https://hub.globalccsinstitute.com/publications/india-ccs-scoping-study-final-report/4-

current-ccs-activity-india 

http://www.ccsassociation.org/why-ccs/ 

 

Sterlite Issue: Industry vs. Environment 

Sathmeeka S.  

Second Year, B. Tech. Chemical Engineering 

sathmee2210@gmail.com 

A Tale of Betrayal as the Law-makers became Law-breakers 

terlite Copper is the leading copper producer of India which is a London based copper 

mining and refining industry owned by Vedanta group of Companies situated in 

Thoothukudi, Tamil Nadu. It consists of a copper smelter complex and produces 1200 

ton per day. This Sterlite Copper got a foot-hold on Tamil Nadu after being rejected in 

Ratnagiri, Maharashtra on August 1, 1994 as Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board (TNPCB) 

issued “No objection Certificate” for the erection of the plant and also asked it to carry out an 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) under a condition to build the plant 25 km from the 

Gulf of Mannar considering its biological sensitivity. But the Ministry of Environment and 

Forests seems to have issued Environmental Clearance even before EIA. In October 1996, 

TNPCB issued license to operate this plant which was built 14 km from the Gulf violating the 

setback condition. After a few months of commencing the production public complaints 

started pouring in regarding the pollution, environmental degradation and the health hazards 
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due to the release of toxic gases. In 1998, Madras High Court ordered the plant to shut down 

due to the allegations and the case filled by the National Trust for Clean Environment which 

was proved to be correct by the study conducted on Sterlite‟s pollution by NEERI, a Nagpur 

based research institute as it was asked to do by the court. But less than 45 days of the 

judgement, the modified the order, allowing the plant to run and asked NEERI to re-conduct 

the study which was to be done before the factory was setup. It also recommended the plant 

to run at full capacity in order to enhance efficient auditing but the report was submitted in 

2003 leaving the plant run at beyond its capacity i.e. though TNPCB‟s limited production 

70,000 tons per annum, it produced 1,75,242 tons per annum. This issue continued and even 

then TNPCB allowed Sterlite to maximize the production to 70,000 tons. Not only that, a new 

issue popped out, the nearby water bodies were heavily polluted due to the release of arsenic 

laced toxic waste water in 2001. Another freaking thing was found in 2004 when Supreme 

Court Monitoring Committee (SCMC) inspected as the factory proposed to expand its 

production to 300000 tons per annum. It was, SCMC found that the plants that were 

mentioned as a part of expansion were already built. So SCMC asked TNPCB to carry on its 

investigation. But within a day of inspection, Ministry of Environment and Forests gave 

clearance for the plants built without license. Anyhow, in the audit by TNPCB, all the 

illegalities have been confirmed, that the factory indulged in unlicensed production by 

manufacturing 1, 64,236 tons per annum against a permitted capacity of 70,000 and also an 

entire new factory containing sulphuric acid plant, phosphoric acid plant, copper smelters, 

converters and continuous rod plants. By law, a plant that has been constructed illegally 

without consent to establish from the TNPCB cannot be given license to operate. However, 

Sterlite appears to have “convinced” the authorities to the contrary.  

In 2008, the company further expanded its production by milking its 900 tonne per day plant 

to yield 1,200 tonnes of copper daily and due to this it was also subjected to just a week 

closure. With every increase in production, the corresponding pollution will increase. In 

March, 2013, Thoothukudi town experienced a massive gas leak with people reporting 

suffocation, coughing, eye irritation, miscarriages and severe discomfort. TNPCB in its 

characteristic style fiddled while Thoothukudi choked. In March, 2013, a closure order was 

given citing violation of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act. Sterlite denied 

any wrongdoing alleging that toxic gases could have come from any of the numerous other 

hazardous industries like SPIC, TAC, Kilburn or Tuticorin Thermal. In March, 2013, the air 

pollution measuring equipment on the chimney of Sterlite's Sulphuric Acid Plant – I recorded 

levels of sulphur dioxide nearly three times the permissible limits. According to 

Meteorological data it was convincing that it was from Sterlite. Finally, Supreme Court gave 

a blow by ordering the factory to close but was eventually revoked after TNPCB “failed” to 

establish beyond reasonable doubt that Sterlite was the cause of the gas leak.  

Meanwhile, in April, 2013, the Supreme Court delivered a severe indictment that was 

illogically followed by a sentencing that appeared to reward Sterlite. The apex court agreed 

with all allegations made by petitioners and the people of Thoothukudi, but refused to shut 

down the company. The Supreme Court argued that: “The plant of the appellants contributes 

substantially to the copper production in India and copper is used in defence, electricity, 
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automobile, construction and infrastructure etc. The plant of the appellants has about 1,300 

employees and it also provides employment to large number of people through contractors.” 

It ordered the company to pay a fine of ₹100 crores expecting that amount to be a sufficient 

deterrent.  

In March and April 2018, there were renewed mass-protests against the company's plans of 

setting up a second smelting complex and demands of an entire shutdown of the smelting 

plants, on grounds of violating environmental regulations were raised. In May 2018 the 

protests took a deadlier turn which resulted in the closure of the entire industry.  

So, though Sterlite was violating the Environment Laws, and constantly under scanner, it took 24 
years for it to close. By that one can judge how good Environmental Protection in India is. However, 
the fact that it closed is a relief and a ray of hope for India’s future Industrial Environment 
Programmes.  
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Alumni Connect 

Team ChemUnique  

Mr. Akash Raman is an alumnus from the 2018 batch. The Editorial Team is thankful to him for taking his 

time out and sharing his experience of the Semester Abroad Programme through this interview. He also 

shares about his current work, plans for his future, and also leaves an advice for the students to carry home. 

This interview is a source of inspiration for all of us. Feel free to reach him at akashraman249@gmail.com. 

1. Tell us about your SAP interview. How did you nail it, and did you get the option you 

were looking for? 

 

SAP interview was a breeze for me. The panel did not have any chemical engineering faculty 

members unfortunately. However, they did ask very pertinent questions. They started with 

asking about my areas of interest and the projects I'd worked on previously. They moved on 

to asking me questions about catalysis (which was my area of interest).   

I actually found Dr. Modestino at New York University all by myself. SASTRA 

unfortunately could not find me a professor. How I found Miguel is a story by itself. I spent 

countless hours sending around 200 emails and follow ups to 50 odd professors around the 

globe. Often I'd not receive any response and that was certainly disheartening at times. But 

SAP has been my goal at SASTRA from day one and I kept going until I found Miguel. 

 

 

2. How was the overall experience? Could you please narrate it to us? 

 

The experience was surreal. Needless to say, New York is an amazing place to live in. 
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Growing up I had already read and seen a lot about New York. To get an opportunity to stay 

there and experience it as a New Yorker is life changing to say the least.  

Right now I can safely say I know my way around NYC better than I can find my way around 

Chennai. (Probably because I didn't invest in a SIM card and had to learn the places). NY has 

a way of taking a person in and ultimately making a New Yorker out of them. I think I'm 

much more independent and self-sufficient now than before NYC.  

NYU itself has a great culture. There is a real innovative streak there. There is a lot 

happening every day. I felt that they do more real engineering than most other schools. In 

other words, they have a culture of 'doing'. The resources are very available and easy to 

access. 

 

 

3. What constituted your regular routine? And what would you do on your weekends? 

 

I had a surprisingly regular routine at NY as opposed to waking up and walking in late to 

classes at SASTRA (sorry about that, Professors). I woke up around 0730 hours (Local time 

obviously), a good thirty minutes before my housemates hog the bathroom. Breakfast was 

typically cereal or some sort of bread with cream with a glass of juice. Then the „A‟ train 

would take me from Queens to NYU in Brooklyn. I'd usually spend my time in lab designing, 

fabricating and experimenting. There were of course the countless invaluable discussions 

with the other students there. I made a point of not over working. I always aimed to be back 

by 7 so that I can cook dinner and the next day's lunch. This coupled with a strict no work at 

home and no work on the weekends rule helped me go out and see much of the city. 

Watching the sun set over Manhattan sitting at Brooklyn Bridge Park was a Friday night 

routine. Most of my weekends were reserved for New York. I often took long walks in 

Manhattan, peering into the quaint boutiques. I made use of my NYU credentials to gain free 

access to museums in the city. Over my five month stay, I can safely say that there isn't a 

locality I haven't walked in! 

 

 

4. What did you learn and derive out of the SAP? Also would be glad if you brief us about 

your project. 

 

My project was very multi-dimensional. The aim was to build a new flow photo-catalytic 

system for water treatment. This was entirely novel and involved design, fabrication and 

testing. It was great fun using the 3D printers at the MakerSpace in NYU to make moulds for 

my milli-channel devices. I was also able to learn finite element simulations and multi-

physics modelling on COMSOL. It was nice to be able to delve deeper into transport 

phenomena. The modelling itself wasn't new, but since I made the models from scratch I was 

able to understand the equations much better. 

There is a real emphasis on independent work and study in the US in general. But this is 

coupled with a high level of cooperation amongst students. So it was common for a bunch of 

students ranging from senior PhDs to undergrads to stand around a white board attempting to 

solve a research problem. 

Other than the obvious technical outcomes, I have made friends for life there. They're such a 

warm bunch who immediately took me in. 

 

 

5. What do you do currently, and where do you see yourself in the future? 
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I am currently a project associate in the Polymer Engineering and Colloidal Sciences lab at 

IIT Madras. I'm working on a study of wax deposition in petroleum pipelines and wax wall 

interactions. I chose this project because it involves making our own test systems to observe 

wax deposition and I've fallen in love with the idea of design and fabrication. It's a big 

challenge for me because unlike at NYU, we aim to observe deposition in situ and there are 

electronic components that need to be designed and integrated. 

I'm concurrently applying to PhD programs in schools in the US and I hope to get an admit 

for Fall 2019. In the short term I see myself getting a PhD from a US institution. Eventually, I 

want to work on commercialisation of technology for clean energy and water. 

  

 

6. One piece of advice you'd always share with your juniors? 

 

I think I've been able to maintain good academic standing throughout my journey at 

SASTRA because I had one goal - to qualify and complete an SAP. I think it is important to 

have such medium term goals. You ought to know what you want out of your bachelor's 

degree - whether you want to graduate with a sheet proclaiming that you've been awarded a 

degree for your exploits or something more. The key once we identify a goal is to keep 

moving forward. 
 

Chemistry Corner: An Ode to Benzene 

 Sakthidharan S. 

First Year, B. Tech Computer Science and Engineering 

sakthidharan2000@gmail.com 

With six pi electrons delocalized all over the place 

Your beautiful structure never ceases to amaze, 

Six carbon atoms linked to each other, 
You will be in my memory forever 

. 

In electrophilic substitutions you are energetic, 

Your sweet smell gets you the name aromatic. 
Nitration, sulphonation and Friedel-Crafts alkylation; 

All the medicines in the world are your creation. 

 
Speaking of your creation, how ya made? 

Your structure has baffled many scientists for decades, 

Your bonding between atoms has made me jealous, 
And your ringed shape had made Kekulé sleepless. 

 

I many not have much words to define your beauty, 

In chemical reactions, I appreciate your duty, 
I will stay away from you though you‟re lovely, 

As for my body and my health, you are deadly.
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